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Our Mobile Universe (Advertising's New Reality) - Introduction 

This E-book is a Collection of Articles, Reports and Statistics about the ever changing Mobile (Digital) Universe.

The Purpose of this Guide is to gather & present the Digital Trends that are now Blending Online Advertising with 
Offline Advertising - Creating a Media Mix that is both more Effective &  Potent than the Ad World ever anticipated. 

As Mobile Data - Combined with Geography becomes a more important Factor in the AD Universe, understanding 
the Newest Media Options available is Key. Today's Mobile Consumer is expecting Marketers to cater to and find 
him/her where and when it's most convenient - the Geographic here and now. 

These Reports, Statistics and Headlines (In all Sections) reflect the rapid pace that our Digital Society is becoming a 
more Mobile Society and using that Mobility to Reinvent the Consumer Paradigm for all of us. 

Both Mobile + OOH Reach Consumers where they Live, Work, Eat and Spend the most Time and Money.

In this MOBILE Universe, Digital Marketing has become Geographical Marketing once again. It's formed both an Inte-
grated and Powerful Alliance. A SYNERGY is Emerging that Shows where Advertising Minds might want to Focus. 

“Geo/Proximity Marketing is the New Trend in American Marketing Combining the Online & Offline Worlds.”
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OUR MOBILE UNIVERSE – ADVERTISING'S NEW REALITY
Click HERE for Full Text Version E-book (PDF) |  A Collection of Over 300 Stats, Article and Study Links 

Our MOBILE UNIVERSE 
* 69% of mobile Use is done on the Go.

* 49% of website traffic comes from mobile devices.

* 49% of consumers use mobile phones for shopping.

* 40% Mobile sales - share of all retail e-commerce sales in the US in 2018. 

* M-commerce (Mobile) will overtake E-commerce for the first time in 2019. 
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Geo/Proximity Marketing is the New Trend in American Marketing - Combining the Online & Offline Worlds.

Mobile & Consumer Stats
* 98% of US Citizens aged 18-29 are Online. (Statista) 

* 80% of Americans have Smartphones AND Spend more 
than 5 hours a day on their Smartphones.

* 69% of Mobile Use is done on the Go.

* 49% of Website Traffic comes from Mobile Devices.

* 49% of Consumers use Mobile Phones for Shopping.

* Mobile Devises will surpass TV as far as time spent in 
2019. (Emarketer.com)

* 61% of US consumers use their Mobile Devices in stores to 
Compare prices.

* 80% of Americans are Online Shoppers. 

* Digital Ad Spend Surpasses 50% of Total Ad Spend in U.S.

* 80% of Marketers say they plan to Boost their use of 
Location Data over the next two years. 

...and Hundreds More....

OOH & Mobile Vehicle Stats 
* OOH Reaches 90-95% of the Population.

* Consumers 18-64 spend more with OOH than any other ad Media ex-
cept for Television.

* Consumers spend 11 of their waking hrs away from home, while about 
5% of Ad Budgets are spent on OOH.

* OOH Most Effective in Driving Online Activity and Click thru Rates - Re-
cent Nielsen study.

* OOH drives more per Ad dollar spent than any other Traditional Media 
- 382% more effective than TV.

* OOH 200% more Effective than Print, and 63% more Effective than ra-
dio in driving consumers online.

* OOH drives more per Ad dollar spent than any other traditional Media 
It's 382% more effective than TV - 200% more effective than Print, and 
63% more Effective than Radio in driving Consumers Online.

* A Mobile AD performs 45% better than a Static Advertisement. 
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A Collection of Over 300 Stats, Article and Study Links | Click HERE for Full Text Version E-book (PDF)

"How Location-Based Advertising Will Impact Brands" 

"Why Location-Based Marketing is Set to Disrupt Marketing in 2019" 

"Why Location is Everything for the Future of Retail Marketing"

"Location-Based Mobile Ads are Exploding"

"83% Increase in Customers Due to Location-Based Advertising" (Factual's 2019 Report)

"Expect to see a Rise in Big Brands using Out-of-Home Advertising" 

"People Love Insta-gramming Billboards – and it’s Great for Advertisers 

"The DOOH Opportunity: How OOH is Becoming a Bigger Piece of the Media Mix Pie"

"Drive-to-Store: How OOH is Changing the Game" 

"MOBILE & OOH: Shopping While Driving Gains Traction"

“Location-Targeted Ad Spend will represent 45 percent of overall Mobile Ad Revenues by 2021” 

"By the end of 2018, Retailers will have 3.5 million active Beacons"

“Messages on Outdoor Mobile Billboards have a 97% recall rate.” 

Destination-Based Marketing Adapts Location-Driven Strategies for Consumers on the Move”

Mobile Billboards Boost Name Recognition 15 X greater than any other form of Advertising”
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Our MOBILE UNIVERSE 
* 80% of Americans have Smartphones 
AND spend more than five hours a day on 
their Smartphones.

"Consumers Spend 11 hours away from 
home, while about 5% of Ad Budgets are 
spent on OOH"

"Out-of-Home Advertising is the most 
Effective Offline Medium in driving 
Online Activity" 

* M-commerce (Mobile) will overtake E-
commerce for the first time in 2019.  
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Our MOBILE UNIVERSE 
* 84% of Smartphone Shoppers use Their Phones 
while in a Physical Store. (Think With Google)

* 8 in 10 Americans are online shoppers.              
Half of them use a mobile device for shopping.

* An Estimated 1.92 billion people are expected to 
purchase something online in 2019.

* 80 percent of Internet users in the U.S. are 
expected to make a purchase online in 2019."

* Mobile searches result in almost immediate 
action.

* In 2018, mobile sales accounted for nearly 40% 
of all retail E-commerce sales in the US.

Our MOBILE UNIVERSE  - PART 1 {CEL Population} | Click HERE for Full Text Version E-book (PDF)
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Our MOBILE UNIVERSE 

* 42% of all Mobile Brand experiences involve 
search (Google, 2017)

* Nearly 1/3 of all mobile searches are related 
to location (Google, 2016)

* 50 percent of North American adults use at 
least two ad-blocking methods. 

* More than 615 million devices worldwide 
have an ad-blocker installed. 

* Over 5 Billion Google searches made a day.

* 95% of teens now report they have a 
smartphone or access to one.

* Most people look at their phone about 150 
times a day, (that’s roughly once every 6.5 
minutes),

* People Ages 18–24 looked at Smartphones 
60% of the time during TV ads - and people 
ages 45 and over did so 41% of the time 
(Facebook, 2018)
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 OOH Time Spent in & OOH Mobile Synergy 

* More than 95% of Americans are reached by Media which 
aid in targeting Vehicle Drivers and passengers.

* OOH reaches the most Attractive Audiences for Advertisers. 
Consumers most influenced by OOH are 18-49,

   High-earning, tech-savvy, and mobile, who spend 6-9+ 
hours per week commuting.

* OOH = Exceptional ROI. For every $1 spent, approx $2.80 in 
sales result, compared to only $2.41 for print and $2.43 for TV.

* OOH provides the most Cost Effective Reach at the lowest 
CPM in Advertising. 

* Mobile (Vehicular) Advertising boosts Brand name and 
recognition by 15X more than any other form of Advertising.

* A Mobile Ad performs 45% higher exposure than static 
advertisement. 

* OOH Ranks second, behind Digital, in the fastest-growing 
forms of Advertising Worldwide.

* OOH Most Effective in Driving Online Activity and Click thru 
Rates - Recent Nielsen study.

* 84% of Gen Z's pay attention to Outdoor Advertising.



  

OUR MOBILE UNIVERSE 
* 99% - OOH’s weekly Reach.

* 18 – hours per week the average person spends 
on the road.  135 – miles covered in that time.

* 93 % – share of people who have driven in or 
ridden in a car during the past month

* 194 – minutes the average person spends in a 
car each weekday -  57 – minutes on Sunday.

* 70 % – share of waking hours people spend away 
from home. Average 11 hours a day.
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OUR MOBILE UNIVERSE 
* 88% of smartphone owners use their phone 
while driving. (Source: Zendrive)

* 18 – hours per week the average person spends 
on the road.  135 – miles covered in that time.

* 93 % – share of people who have driven in or 
ridden in a car during the past month.

* 194 – minutes the average person spends in a 
car each weekday -  57 – minutes on Sunday.

* OOH reaches the most attractive audiences for 
advertisers. Consumers most influenced by OOH - 
are 18-49, high-earning, tech-savvy, and Mobile, 
who spend 6-9+ hours per week commuting
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Our MOBILE + OOH UNIVERSE 

Spotify's New York City subway David 
Bowie tribute for The Brooklyn Museum 
Exhibit....

Reached more than 50 Million People on 
Social Media Channels – with NO Paid 
Amplification.

THAT'S the POWER of OOH + MOBILE.

Our MOBILE UNIVERSE  - POWER of OOH + MOBILE. {Case Study - AMPLIFICATION}



  

Our MOBILE UNIVERSE  - POWER of OOH + MOBILE. {Case Study - AMPLIFICATION}

With two-thirds of the world’s population now connected 
by Mobile Devices -  location data has emerged as one of 
the most powerful and important data sources. Location 
data is used to solve hard problems—from providing fire-
fighters and emergency medical technicians key informa-
tion during times of crisis to helping us avoid bad traffic. 

Location Data also makes our lives more convenient. Can 
you imagine using mobile apps like Uber, Google Maps or 
Yelp if they weren’t powered by location data? It’s not a 
pretty picture—the experience would be cumbersome. 

On average, people use nine mobile apps daily that often 
employ location data to help them navigate their lives; we 
have come to expect our favorite apps and services to use 
location to be more relevant. It’s changing human behavior, 
which means cutting-edge marketers are changing too.

A Recent WARC Study finds that adding OOH  to oth-
er media can increase Reach up to 300%.



  



  

VIDEO STREAMS + 
MOBILE = OOH  Synergy

VIDEO STREAM STATS & Articles 
There is a growing belief that traditional 
television does not offer enjoyable, quality content 
for the price, while 70% of consumers believing 
streaming subscriptions offer better services 
(Deloitte).

There is a 45.2% penetration rate for digital video 
streaming in the United States (Statista).

Over 60% of Gen Z and Millennial consumers 
stream videos daily (Deloitte, 2018).

Audiences are more likely to use paid video 
streaming services (Nielsen, 2018).

Consumers in the United States spend nearly as 
much time watching videos as they do working, 
nearly 40 hours. 

15 hours of this are through streaming services 
(Deloitte).



  

MOBILE + OOH - THE PERFECT  MEDIA MIX
Click HERE for Full Text Version E-book (PDF) |  A Collection of Over 300 Stats, Articles and Reports Links 

Our MOBILE UNIVERSE 
* 80% of Americans have 
Smartphones AND spend more than 
five hours a day on them..

"Consumers Spend 11 hours away 
from home, while about 5% of Ad 
Budgets are spent on OOH"

"Out-of-Home Advertising is the 
most Effective Offline Medium in 
driving Online Activity" 

* M-commerce (Mobile) will 
overtake E-commerce for the first 
time in 2019.  
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The Last Captive Audience In America (Is In The Vehicle Next to You)

For Brands and the Agencies that represent them – what may seem obvious – is that the most valuable prospects are those with jobs and careers – the ones that head 
out into the world to earn, live and spend.  They are nearly half of America on any given business day. The worker bees of any community - all heading for the hive to 
begin the days labors - the blood flow of the communal body.  Shuffling to and from work or school, shopping. dining, dropping kids off, picking kids up, running 
errands, seeing doctors, mechanics, movies,Capacity?) shows, biking, walking, etc. - greasing the wheels of U.S. commerce. The consumer half of a society that would 
grind to a halt without their contributions. This employed person would seem to be a most esteemed and targeted group – I would call them a high quality lead in the 
sales world. -  And yet - the underlying paradox has always been - Why does a Medium that reaches nearly 95% of the Population Receive only 5% of the Ad Spending? 

While I do understand the enticement that the digital world offers as far as a mathematical precision of targeting and engagement and measurement - tracking tools 
the traditional mediums simple ROI equation could never satisfy - I do not understand the chasm in spending when the Reach Factor is so Vast for OOH.

The OTHER Mobile Media - The American Commuter now has the entire Media world within hands reach – all digitalized for easy access – From your Smart 
Phone - you can Stream TV,Videos and Radio, Surf the Web and Read the News, Email, Locate a Business,  find Apps for anything, purchase anything, check your 
social media and your home security camera – an entire universe all rolled into a hand held device - a Mobile Phone is the now the connecting tissue for all the other 
Mediums. 

All the while – 70% of the time is spent away from home. The commuter drives 135 miles a week and spends some 18 hours on the road.  The only other 
medium that commands as much time is TV watching. So whether driving or riding, walking or biking, catching buses or trains, OOH is the all encompassing 
environment the daily commuter spends a great deal of time in. Not only that – that same person is looking for distraction or stimulation to break up this routine. It 
only makes sense to capture an audience looking to be entertained. This is the Perfect Reason to embrace a new kind of AD Medium - One that results in Maximum 
Impressions as well as Maximum Impact. - Imagine If Every Fed Ex, UPS or Walmart Truck you saw Today had your Brands AD on it - And imagine a small fleet of 
these Ad trucks permeating the city or metro area you live and work?

Vehicular Marketing | What are AD Trucks and Where do they come from? - Trucks deliver 70-80% of all goods in America. 15 million commercial trucks operate 
throughout every corner of this country every minute of the day delivering products to every conceivable kind of business. They cover nearly 600 billion miles and 
transport over $900 billion worth of manufacturing and retail goods a year. 

We drive next to them on freeways and see them parked at the mini malls, fast food chains, retail outlets, clothing and furniture stores, Walgreens and 7-11s. They are 
working 8-12 hours a day 5-6 days a week, making 10 -15 stops in a typical days run. The majority of these trucks are basic white  or bear a simple fleet emblem. The 

remarkable thing for the advertising world is that many thousands of these 3rd party  vendors are now open to promoting the very Brands whose products they drop 
off each day, adding a new fluid dimension to  the advertising industry. That's the powerful option the Advertising World is now becoming aware of. A recent WARC 
Study finds that adding OOH  to other media can increase Reach up to 300%.

AD Trucks can act as Reinforcement for all other Ad Messages - whether Radio ads, Banner Ads, Streaming TV or Video ads, Magazine and Newspaper ads or 
any OOH media including Billboards. Mobile Billboard meets Mobile Phone in mobile world constantly in motion. What could make for a better Media partnership?

Marketing To A Mobile Age – By Daniel Sage  | OUR  MOBILE UNIVERSE - SLIDE SHOW 
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The Return of Mass Marketing in America? By Daniel Sage | CEO - Mobile Ad Marketing.com

The days of wide audience appeal seems to be a rapidly evaporating concept, when "Mad Men" mass marketing was the goal and simply 
creating a catchy phrase or visually alluring product presentation would drive instant sales and abundant client praise. The popular 
strategy in advertising is now focused audiences and niches. This is a meticulous approach and requires much more time and money over a 
long period to garnish results. Deep pockets are required for such long term efforts, and yet, local marketing campaigns are where every 
great American Brand and Franchise begins - and finally ends up. 

That's why OOH is so important in the Ad spectrum. It is the connecting Medium for all the Ad Fragmentation. A most impressive OOH 
medium is Mobile Billboards and AD Trucks - Vehicular Marketing marvels that travel with and where the people are - a modern Mobile 
delivery method for our always in flux society.

The OTHER Mobile Media - The American Commuter now has the entire Media world within hands reach – all digitalized for easy 
access – From your Smart Phone - you can Stream TV,Videos and Radio, Surf the Web and Read the News, Email, Locate a Business,  find 
Apps for anything, purchase anything, check your social media and your home security camera – an entire universe all rolled into a hand 
held device - a Mobile Phone is the now the connecting tissue for all the other Mediums. 

All the while – 70% of the time is spent away from home. The commuter drives 135 miles a week and spends some 18 hours on the road.  
The only other medium that commands as much time is TV watching. So whether driving or riding, walking or biking, catching buses or 
trains, OOH is the all encompassing environment the daily commuter spends a great deal of time in. Not only that – that same person is 
looking for distraction or stimulation to break up this routine. It only makes sense to capture an audience looking to be entertained. This is 
the perfect reason to embrace a new kind of AD Medium . One that results in Maximum Impressions as well as Maximum Impact.
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AD MEDIA MIXES + More MOBILE = OOH  Synergy
  See OOH “Marketing Mix” Strategies Here | Click HERE for Full Text Version E-book (PDF)

Advertisers & Agencies - Can  
Achieve Sales Uplift of 11 to 15 Percent  
by Adopting Hyper-Local Strategies 
such as Out-of-Home Advertising. 
There are several strategies to engage 
with shoppers on a hyperlocal basis, 
including OOH, digital and spot TV. 

OOH has multiple aspects in its favor 
that can result in more effective activa-
tion of micro-target growth pockets. 
For instance, when consumers are not 
at home, they are more attentive. Cou-
ple this higher engagement with the 
fact that consumers are spending an in-
creasing share of their active hours out 
of the home, and better salience than 
traditional media is the result. 

OOH provides more definitive reach 
than digital media, which shoppers 
tend to not view up to one-third of the 
time. 

A Recent WARC Study finds that 
adding OOH  to other media can in-
crease Reach up to 300%.
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 STATIC (Stationary) ADs -vs- MOBILE ADS (Full Study HERE )
CLEAR CHANNEL Inventory - CHICAGO | DMA Rank 3rd | 7,501,730 Population (Adults 18+) 

OOH Inventory Reaches 91% of the DMA 18+ Pop. weekly (463.5 MM Impressions)
AD Trucks (Delivery type) Will Drive Past Several Hundred Stationary Ads a Day!

Work 5-6 days a week, 8-10 hours a day. | Typically Cover some 100-150 miles a day within a 40 Mile radius.
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MOBILE + MOBILE BILLBOARDS = OOH  Synergy
AD Trucks (Delivery type) Will Drive Past Several Hundred Stationary Ads a Day!

Work 5-6 days a week, 8-10 hours a day. | Typically Cover some 100-150 miles a day within a 40 Mile radius.
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MOBILE + GEOGRAPHY + MOBILE BILLBOARDS = OOH Synergy
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MOBILE ADS + MOBILE BILLBOARDS = HIGH IMPACT 
 A Collection of Over 300 Stats, Article and Study Links | Click HERE for Full Text Version E-book (PDF)
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MOBILE PHONES + MOBILE BILLBOARDS = OOH  Synergy
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STATIC (Stationary) OOH + MOBILE BILLBOARDS {Sample Study}
 (Billboards, Wall Murals, Panels, Bus Stops, Transit etc...)

CLEAR CHANNEL Inventory - CHICAGO | DMA Rank 3rd | 7,501,730 Population (Adults 18+) | OOH Reach

Over 4,000 Displays Covering 7 counties.  Reaches 91% Population Weekly (463.5 MM Impressions)
Digital Impact - Dominant digital OOH provider with 58 roadway displays.

Reaches 89% of the DMA A18+ Population Weekly (95.4 MM Impressions)  | 10 Mobile Billboards

Vehicular Marketing - What are AD Trucks and 
Where do they come from? - Trucks deliver 70-80% of all 
goods in America. 15 million commercial trucks operate 
throughout every corner of this country every minute of 
the day delivering products to every conceivable kind of 
business. They cover nearly 600 billion miles and trans-
port over $900 billion worth of manufacturing and retail 
goods a year. 

We drive next to them on freeways and see them parked 
at the mini malls, fast food chains, retail outlets, clothing 
and furniture stores, Walgreens and 7-11s. They are 
working 8-12 hours a day 5-6 days a week, making 10 -15 
stops in a typical days run. The majority of these trucks 
are basic white  or bear a simple fleet emblem. The re-
markable thing for the AD world is that many thousands 
of these third party  vendors are now open to promoting 
the very Brands whose products they drop off each day, 
adding a new fluid dimension to  the advertising indus-
try. That's the powerful option the Advertising World is 
now becoming aware of. 

A Recent WARC Study finds that adding OOH  
to other media can increase Reach up to 300%.
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Brought to You by MobileADMarketing.com
Largest Mobile Inventory in America. 300,000 Ad Vehicular Spaces – Coast to Coast.

Mobile AD Marketing has been 
featured on the following websites...
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